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Figure 1. Water is essential to all living things. Using this precious resource wisely is everybody's responsibility.
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Executive Summary
Water conservation is an important and successful tool for decreasing demand. The Minnesota
Water Conservation Reporting System is being rolled out over four years to all water use
sectors to measure implementation of water conservation and efficiency efforts and spotlight
success. This includes the nearly 10,000 Department of Natural Resources (DNR) Water
Appropriation permit holders, with the exception of construction dewatering. The 2019 Water
Conservation Report marks the completion of the second year of reporting for water suppliers
serving more than 1,000 people and the first year of reporting for the Commercial, Industrial
and Institutional (CII) sector. The list of participating utilities and CII facilities is available on
request.
The second year of municipal water supplier reporting, for cities serving more than 1,000
people, shows good progress on their water conservation efforts. Statewide, there were
improvements in all five quantitative water conservation objectives in 2018.
Water Supplier Water Conservation Objectives and the statewide results:
1. Reduce unaccounted water loss to less than 10%: statewide result 8.4%.
2. Achieve less than 75 residential GPCD (Gallons Per Capita per Day): 92% of public water
suppliers met this goal; statewide average is 55 residential GPCD (a slight increase from
last year’s average of 52 GPCD).
3. Achieve at least a 1.5% reduction in non-residential GPCD. These trend data are not
available yet.
4. Over time, achieve a decreasing trend in GPCD): 46% of water suppliers lowered their
GPCD.
5. Reduce Ratio of Maximum Day to Average Day water use to less than 2.6 ratio: 80% of
water suppliers met this goal; the average for all reporting water suppliers was 2.15 this
year (a slight improvement from 2.37 last year).
The first year of Commercial, Industrial and Institutional (CII) reporting yielded encouraging
results.







Voluntary reporting response was high.
Motivation for water conservation showed that more than 55% of CII users said they
conserve water to reduce water and wastewater costs; 43% conserve to comply with
regulations; 35% conserve to reduce energy costs; 18% conserve to meet or exceed
industry standards.
Barriers to water conservation include operational necessity; discharge water limits –
which may be temperature requirements or stream flows to protect wildlife.
Many CII users are already implementing strategies to conserve water. Water reuse and
recycling was more prevalent than previously known.
The type of water use across the CII operators varies widely and so do their water
conservation efforts.
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Some water use permittees are proud of their efforts and appreciate the opportunity to
share successes.

Program Overview
Key national and state agreements, plans and laws guide Minnesota’s water conservation and
efficiency program. Each of the eight Great Lakes State legislatures ratified the Great Lakes-St.
Lawrence River Basin Compact. They also signed a Sustainable Water Resources Agreement,
which includes regional water conservation and efficiency objectives and requires each state to
provide periodic reviews of their water conservation programs. The DNR Water Conservation
Reporting system fulfills part of our obligation.
The Agreement recognizes that “Efficient and responsible water use is a cornerstone of sound
water management policy, whether the resource is considered abundant or scarce.” Efficient
use and conservation of our water resources can:











Ensure equitable access to and long-term availability of water.
Protect public health and enhance quality of life.
Minimize impacts of water use to support healthy aquatic ecosystems of the Great
Lakes and St. Lawrence River Basin.
Minimize costs related to water and wastewater infrastructure.
Preserve social and cultural heritage.
Prevent or minimize conflicts among water users.
Enhance economic viability and competitiveness of the region.
Support reductions in energy use and greenhouse gas emissions.
Improve the ability to manage an uncertain future and growing demand for water.
Demonstrate that the region’s residents are prudent stewards of the resource.

The DNR is the only state agency responsible for regulating water use and is mandated by
statute to ensure the sustainability of water resources. Sustainability of the groundwater
resource rests on the four pillars outlined in Minnesota Statute §103G.285, 1) the current and
projected water levels, 2) water quality, 3) whether the use protects ecosystems and 4) the
ability of future generations to meet their own needs.
The DNR uses seven core strategies to ensure water resources are used sustainably. One of the
seven strategies is “…promoting the wise use of groundwater and implementation of water
conservation practices.” The DNR will collect water conservation achievements from water
appropriation permit holders on an annual basis as part of this strategy.
As stated in the DNR Ecological and Water Resources Strategic Plan, Minnesota water use is
increasing and water resources are at risk of overuse, contamination and degradation.
Minnesota’s population is increasing, new land development continues, existing land use is
intensifying and both new and existing land development is disrupting watershed functions. It is
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the responsibility of the DNR to manage water so that it is available for people to use, now and
in the future.
The Minnesota DNR Permitting and Reporting System (MPARS) continues to be the main
repository for permitted water use data and required annual reporting. Water use permittees
report the amount of water they use annually in MPARS. The Water Conservation Reporting
System is the main data storage for water conservation and efficiency efforts. It replaces the
former Water Supply System Inventory form.

Guiding Mandates
The Minnesota Water Conservation Reporting System is part of the DNR’s legislative mandate
to conserve water resources. The overarching purpose is to guide water permittees toward
long-term sustainable water use. There are many relevant statutes. The primary mandate is
found in Minn. Stat. § 103G.101 Water Conservation Program, Subd. 1, Development. It states,
“The commissioner shall develop a water resources conservation program for the state. The
program must keep in mind the best interests of the people through conservation, allocation,
and development of waters of the state.”
Minnesota Statutes, section 103G.291, subd. 3 and 4 requires municipal water suppliers serving
more than 1,000 people to adopt demand reduction measures that include a conservation rate
structure, or a uniform rate structure with a conservation program that achieves demand
reduction. These measures must achieve demand reduction in ways that reduce water demand,
water losses, peak water demands and nonessential water uses. These measures must be
approved before a community may request well construction approval from the Department of
Health or before requesting an increase in water appropriations permit volume.
The Appendices have additional information on overall water conservation goals, objectives,
strategies and a timeline.

Goals of the Minnesota Water Conservation Reporting System
Some water conservation and efficiency practices are working well in Minnesota and
sometimes there is room for improvement. Technology holds a lot of potential in the water
sector. The goals of the Minnesota Water Conservation Reporting System are to:




Measure the impact of conservation efforts in Minnesota over time.
o Improve the statewide and individual measurement and evaluation of water
conservation and water use efficiency programs.
o Establish an annual reporting process for all water appropriation permittees
that provides an accurate portrait of water conservation efforts.
o Establish uniform water conservation and efficiency measures, definitions,
methods of measurement and reporting formats.
Encourage and enable best practices in water management.
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o Promote the efficient use of water, reducing water loss and the waste of
water.
o Recognize good water conservation practices that are already in use and
highlight innovations and improvements in all sectors.
o Encourage all sectors to share knowledge and experience.
o Encourage problem solving; accommodate new ideas and practices.
o Recognize that economics and water safety often drive water management.
Analyze trends.
o Track and report program progress and effectiveness, individually and
statewide.
o Provide individual year-over-year data for comparison for all sectors.
o Provide geographical trends by county and/or watersheds.
o Analyze cumulative impacts of these practices over time.

Key Strategies of the Water Conservation Reporting System












Collect, analyze and share important water conservation and efficiency data about
water use in Minnesota.
Create a common perspective, goals and vocabulary for municipal water suppliers, to
improve analysis and communication.
Provide a convenient link to ESP Water from MPARS, the DNR webpage and
www.espwater.org.
Provide an online website such as ESP Water with a centralized, structured database in
the cloud.
Provide a data collection period from January 1 to March 30 of each year.
Collect, analyze and share important conservation and efficiency data on the status and
trends of Minnesota’s waters and their use.
Provide a statewide annual report summarizing results to support decision-making,
permitting and awareness.
For the water supplier sector, provide1) a dashboard with key performance metrics, 2)
automatic calculation of derived values and 3) individualized water supplier reports and
general recommendations for improvements.
Encourage each water use sector to adopt best management practices for water loss
control, water efficient technology and practices, water auditing and water accounting.
Reduce the impact of new water demands, the cumulative effects of groundwater
pumping, and climate change impacts by encouraging the reduction of water use,
electrical use (largest water user sector) and improving green business practices.
Incorporate and share new science, technology and research related to water
conservation and efficiency.
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Figure 2. The second year of water conservation reporting for larger cities showed
that water conservation and efficiency improved in almost every category.

Municipal Water Suppliers Results
Water Accounting
This is the second year that we have collected water conservation and efficiency data from the
large water suppliers in Minnesota. It was easier to collect the data because this year the
utilities were already familiar with the online reporting tool and they better understood the
water accounting “perspective” as presented by ESP Water method.
This common perspective is a valuable tool for:



Knowing what to monitor in a best-practices management.
Communicating with the state, stakeholders and other utilities regarding water
management issues.

Data Set
In 2017, there was a 94% participation rate by cities serving more than 1,000 people. In 2018,
317 of 348 reported (91%). The list of 348 utilities did not change from 2017 to 2018.
Filtered Utility List
For purposes of analyzing the water accounting data, we filtered the list of 348 reporting
utilities down to 230 utilities that reported “reasonable” water data. Throughout the report,
this group with reasonable data is referred to as the filtered utility list or filtered list.
There are several reason why a utility’s water accounting data may be removed. Rejection
criteria include negative treatment loss, zero authorized consumption and other factors listed
in the table below. We have begun some quality control steps and contacted utilities with the
largest errors. Some cities know they have water accounting/meter problems and are working
to correct the water accounting data.
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Here are the counts of the reasons for removing utilities from the analysis (a utility may be
removed for more than one reason).
Rejection Criteria
Negative Treatment Loss
Treatment Loss > 50%
Negative Distribution Loss
Zero Authorized Consumption
Zero Gallons from Sources
Distribution Loss Ratio > 0.5

2017
2018
# Utilities
%
# Utilities
%
34
10%
23
7%
8
2%
12
3%
70
20%
82
24%
28
8%
39
11%
17
5%
31
9%
19
5%
19
5%

Figure 3. In 2018, 119 (34%) utilities were removed from the water accounting analysis for unreasonable data.
In 2017, 118 (34%) were removed from this analysis.

Filtered List Volatility
The list of cities that were removed in 2017 are not the same cities that were removed in 2018.
This implies that some cities figured out their errors in the second year of reporting. Other cities
reported correctly the first year but made some sort of error in the second year of reporting.
In 2018,




184 (80%) utilities remained in the good data/filtered utility list from 2017 to 2018.
45 (20%) utilities were added to the list.
46 (20%) utilities were dropped off the list.

It is difficult to draw any year-to-year conclusions regarding water accounting from a statewide
review because 20% of the utilities in this have moved from the list with unreasonable data to
good data and vice-versa. The utility changes carry differences in water balance and total
gallons.
It will be interesting to note the list volatility year over year, to see if some utilities emerge as
better water accountants than others do. We are pleased to see that 80% of the list seem to be
reasonably accounting for their water use.
Water Accounting Model
The following water flow schematic shows how water for municipal water supplies is
distributed from the original source of water to the end user. The diagram also describes the
relationships between the accounting fields that are collected.
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Source
Raw
Import
(RI)

Raw Export
(RE)
WIT=Water Into Treatment

Treatment Losses
(TL)

Treatment
WOT = Water Out of Treatment

Finished
Import
(FI)

Finished Export
(FE)
WID=Water Into Distribution

Distribution Losses
(DL)

Distribution

Authorized Consumption
(AC)
Figure 4. Water accounting data entry starts at the water source, ends at consumption and includes water losses. Water is
typically pumped from a natural resource (ground water or surface water). This raw water is passed through a treatment
process to produce finished water, which is distributed to utility customers.

Terms and Formulae:
The table below explains the abbreviations used in this report and in the online reporting
system. The permit holder enters some of the online reporting data and other fields are derived
automatically.
Source
RI
RE
WIT

Sum of permit sources
Raw Imported Water
Raw Exported Water
Water Into Treatment

Entered
Entered
Entered
Derived

WOT

Water Out of
Treatment

Derived

FI

Finished Imported
Water
Finished Exported
Water

Entered

FE

List total

WIT = Source + RI – RE (if Source Total is
null, or there is a RI or RE that is null, value
is null)
WOT = WID + FE – FI (not shown; if WID
Total is null, or if there is an FI or FE that is
null, value is null)

Entered
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Source
WID
AC

Entered
Entered
Entered

List total
List total
List total

TL

Sum of permit sources
Water Into Distribution
Authorized
Consumption
Treatment Losses

Derived

DL

Distribution Losses

Derived

TotL

Total Losses

Derived

WLP

Water Loss Percent

Derived

TL = WIT – WOT (if WIT or WOT is null,
value is null)
DL = WID – AC (if WID Total or AC Total is
null, value is null)
TotL = TL + DL (if TL or DL is null, value is
null)
WLP = DL / WID (if DL or WID is null, value
is null)

Statewide Water Balance
A water balance defines the flow in and out of a system. A well-managed utility can use a water
balance analytical tool to help detect water loss or theft. Once managers establish a standard
water balance, they can calculate the level of non-revenue water, quantify its components and
identify main problem areas. This benefits planning for maximum water supply efficiency. Here
is the statewide water balance for utilities that reported reasonable data:
Water Balance
Millions of Gallons
Exported Raw 484
Treatment Loss 4,745 (3.9%)
Exported Finished 4,809

Own Sources
129,146

Water Into Treatment
129,120
Imported Raw
458

Water Out of Treatment
124,374

Authorized Consumption
111,519 (91.6%)
Water Into Distribution
121,741 (100.0%)
Distribution Loss
10,222 (8.4%)

Imported Finished
2,176
129,603

129,603

136,588

121,741

121,741

Billed Metered 105,486 (86.6%)
Billed Unmetered 208 (0.2%)
Unbilled Metered 3,523 (2.9%)
Unbilled Unmetered 2,302 (1.9%)
Unauthorized Consumption 73 (0.1%)
Meter Accuracy Loss 694 (0.6%)
System Data Handling Discrepensy 45 (0.0%)
Reported Breaks and Leaks
Unreported Loss 9,410 (7.7%)
121,741

Revenue Water
105,694 (86.8%)

Non-Revenue Water
16,047 (13.2%)

Figure 5: Water Balance. This breakdown of water flow and distribution represents the sum of the utilities that were included in
the filtered utilities list reporting reasonable data. AWWA water balance is shown in the shaded area. It is a superset of the data
collected by the AWWA M36 methodology, because it includes water treatment analysis and the importing and exporting of raw
and finished water to other utilities and communities. Each column within the pre-distribution (white) section matches. Each
post-distribution (the shaded area) column total matches, which represents the AWWA water balance standard. This year,
“Reported Breaks and Leaks” was not collected, which would have reduced the total unreported losses (most utilities are
unfamiliar with the AWWA M36 methodology and did not report Unauthorized Consumption, Meter Accuracy Loss or System
Data Handling Discrepancy).

Even with the change of utilities reporting between 2017 and 2018, the differences in the water
balance year-to-year are minor.
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Figure 6. In hydrology, a water balance equation can be used to describe the flow of water in and out of a system.

Total Statewide Water Flow and Distribution
Figure 7 below summarizes the statewide water flow and distribution in percentages. For
example, in 2017 and 2018, slightly more than 91% of the water distributed was used for
authorized consumption. As an aggregate, there was a 0.48% improvement in 2018.
The EPA defines Authorized Consumption as water that is used by known customers of
the water system. Authorized consumption is the sum of billed authorized consumption and
unbilled authorized consumption and is a known quantity. It also includes water supplied to
other water systems.
Going through this water accounting exercise has already helped many cities recognize they
have some meter inaccuracies and/or need to install new meters.
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State Water Flow
Imported Raw
Exported Raw
Water Into Treatment
Water Out of Treatment
Imported Finished
Exported Finished

2017
0.22%
0.23%

Water Into Distribution
Authorized Consumption

100.00%
91.13%

100.00%
91.60%

0.00%
0.48%

3.12%
8.87%

3.90%
8.40%

0.78%
-0.48%

ResBilled Metered
ResBilled Unmetered
ResUnbilled Metered
ResUnbilled Unmetered
NonResBilled Metered
NonResBilled Unmetered
NonResUnbilled Metered
NonResUnbilled Unmetered

52.83%
0.06%
0.11%
0.21%
33.88%
0.07%
2.64%
1.33%

52.04%
0.11%
0.09%
0.25%
34.61%
0.06%
2.81%
1.64%

-0.79%
0.05%
-0.02%
0.04%
0.73%
-0.01%
0.17%
0.32%

Residential
Non-Residential
Distribution Loss

53.21%
37.91%
8.87%

52.49%
39.12%
8.40%

-0.72%
1.20%
-0.48%

Billed Metered
Billed Unmetered
Unbilled Metered
Unbilled Unmetered

86.71%
0.13%
2.75%
1.54%

86.65%
0.17%
2.89%
1.89%

-0.07%
0.04%
0.15%
0.35%

Revenue Water

86.84%

86.82%

-0.02%

0.16%
1.01%
0.03%
7.67%

0.06%
0.57%
0.04%
7.73%

-0.10%
-0.44%
0.00%
0.06%

13.16%

13.18%

0.02%

1.40%
4.37%

Treatment Loss
Distribution Loss

Unauthorized Consumption
Meter Accuracy Loss
System Data Handling Discrepensy
Unreported Loss
Non-Revenue Water

2018 Change
0.35%
0.14%
0.37%
0.15%
0.00%
0.00%
1.68%
0.29%
3.72%
-0.65%

Figure 7. Water use is reported as residential (Res) or non-residential (NonRes). Most water use is billed, but some use such as
fire protection may not be billed. Most cities have private property meters, but some cities may not meter city property water
use.
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Raw Water Sources and Inter-Utility Connections

Import/Export Water
Imported Raw
Exported Raw
Imported Finished
Exported Finished

2017
2018
Gallons
% of Pumped
Gallons
% of Pumped
282,645,000
0.210% 656,237,000
0.508%
292,847,948
0.218% 492,481,027
0.381%
1,846,923,810
1.376% 3,930,720,455
3.044%
5,682,273,121
4.234% 5,615,292,335
4.348%

Figure 8: This table shows the gallons of imported and exported water reported by the filtered utility list and
the percentage of total pumped. Imported and exported water totals do not balance because larger cities
often export to small cities who are not reporting yet.

Treatment Losses
Our drinking water comes from groundwater, rivers and lakes. Water suppliers work diligently
to provide safe, clean drinking water. In some areas of Minnesota, very little treatment is
needed to have quality drinking water. In other areas, many steps of treatment are needed
including coagulation, flocculation, sedimentation, filtration and disinfection. These treatments
remove dirt, parasites, germs, bacteria, viruses and chemicals. Community water fluoridation
adjusts the natural levels of fluoride to help prevent tooth decay. Additional treatment may be
needed to control pH and prevent corrosion of lead pipes. Ion exchange treatment is
sometimes used to remove high levels of nitrate in water. Reverse Osmosis (RO) filters use
membrane technology to filter impurities such as minerals, calcium, chloride, sodium and
chlorine from the water. These systems require periodic backwash to clean the filter. This
discharge water is usually directed to the sewer drain line, but it can be recovered and used.
Treatment loss can result from the various processes used to treat and clean the water. For
example, reverse osmosis (RO) water treatment facilities lose at least 15% to 20% of their feedwater via reject or concentrate. Treatment loss was derived from water into treatment, finished
water imported and exported, and water delivered to treatment.
Many utilities reported zero treatment losses, which may be due to:




Minimal treatment, such as adding only chlorine or fluoride.
Lack of metering before or after treatment.
Meter inaccuracies.

There is no statewide objective for reducing treatment loss because each water supply system
is unique and water safety is the highest priority.
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Treatment Loss/Water into Treatment

Treatment Loss Distribution
0.35-0.4

1

0.3-0.35

1

0.25-0.3

1

0.2-0.25

5

0.15-0.2

3

0.1-0.15

7

0.05-0.1

22

0-0.05

189

-

20

40

60

80

100

120

140

160

180

200

Utility Count

Figure 9: This table shows the number of utilities and their percent of treatment loss. Of the filtered utilities, 189 reported 00.05% treatment loss. This may be because they have minimum treatment.

Objective 1: Distribution Losses
Reduce Unaccounted Water Loss to Less Than 10%
The 2019 total water loss factor for Minnesota utilities is 8.4% of water supplied to distribution (treating
the filtered utility set as one large utility).

This is an improvement over the 2018 total water loss factor of 8.88%.
Water distribution systems consist of an interconnected series of pipes, valves, storage facilities
(water tanks, water towers, reservoirs), water purification facilities, pumping stations, flushing
hydrants, and components that convey drinking water and meeting fire protection needs for
cities, homes, schools, hospitals, businesses, industries and other facilities. Leaks and water loss
can occur anywhere along the distribution system. Some leaks are minor drips and others can
result in the loss of millions of gallons of water. Water can also be “lost” by miscalculated water
use, due to inaccurate meters, water lost through theft or water that is used but unmetered or
otherwise undocumented.
The Minnesota Rural Water Association, the Metropolitan Council, the Department of Natural
Resources and the Department of Health recommend that all water uses be metered. Metering
can help identify high use locations and times, along with leaks.
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Water Loss Factor Reporting Distribution

Distribution Loss/Water into Distribution

0.45-0.5

1

0.4-0.45

4

0.35-0.4

6

0.3-0.35

5

0.25-0.3

9

0.2-0.25

6

0.15-0.2

20

0.1-0.15

51

0.05-0.1

64

0-0.05

63
-

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

Utility Count

Figure 10: A Distribution Water Loss Factor represents the amount of water that is lost while it is distributed to customers. The
equation to determine the distribution water loss factor is: (Water into Distribution – Authorized Consumption) / Water into
Distribution = Distribution Water Loss Factor). The distribution loss axis decimal numbers represent percentages. For example,
64 cities reported water loss of 5-10%.

Demographic Data

Persons/Meter Reporting Distribution
7-8

2

Persons / Meter

6-7

1

5-6

4

4-5

14

3-4

86

2-3

102

1-2

5

0-1

15

0

20

40

60

80

100

120

Utility Count

Figure 11: This table shows the average number of persons/meter and the number of utilities as reported by the filtered list of
utilities. For example, 102 utilities reported 2-3 persons/meter.
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Objective 2: Residential Gallons Per Capita per Day (GPCD)
Achieve Less Than 75 Residential Gallons Per Capita per Day (GPCD)
The 2019 total statewide GPCD (treating the filtered utilities as one large utility) is 55 GPCD.
This is a slight increase from the 2018 average of 52 GPCD.

Generally, Residential GPCD means the average amount of water each person uses on a daily
basis, in a particular area, expressed as “gallons per capita per day.”
Nationally, the average indoor water use in a conserving home is 45.2 GPCD. Most of the
savings are due to water efficient plumbing fixtures and appliances that can reduce water,
sewer and energy costs. Lawn irrigation and swimming pools can significantly influence
residential water use.
Residential GPCD is a useful indicator of efficiency of residential use, when derived
appropriately. Ideally, residential use is single-family and multi-family consumption divided by
the total population served. This metric helps determine the potential for water conservation
and efficiency in the residential customer classes. Single-family and multi-family residential use
patterns do differ, however, often because of outdoor water use, metering, or plumbing and
appliance differences. If possible, a utility should separate single-family and multi-family
consumption, to be able to identify different use patterns that may have implications for
demand management. Outdoor use is much more variable than indoor use and its inclusion
makes comparisons difficult.
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Gallons Per Capita per Day

GPCD Reporting Distribution
140-145
120-125
105-110
100-105
95-100
90-95
80-85
75-80
70-75
65-70
60-65
55-60
50-55
45-50
40-45
35-40
30-35
25-30
20-25
0-5

1
1
1
1
2

1
5
6

12
12
17

19
26

41
39
23

11
7
3

1
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

Utility Count
Figure 12: This chart shows that, of the 229 filtered utilities, 211 (92%) met the goal of having less than 75 GPCD. In 2017, 208 of
the filtered set of 230 utilities met the state goal. Minnesota utilities are performing well, according to this metric. The
Minnesota goal is to keep the residential GPCD less than 75. In 2018, the statewide value was 55 GPCD. The accuracy of the
population information affects the reporting of this metric.

Objective 3: Non-Residential Water Use
Achieve At Least 1.5% Annual Reduction in Non-residential Per Capita Water Use.
Trend data are not available yet. Reporting began this year.

Non-residential water use refers to municipal water supplied to commercial, industrial and
institutional facilities. They can range from major manufacturing facilities to businesses,
hospitals and schools. Non-residential customer classes do not lend themselves to GPCD
calculations. An excellent resource for more information is the 2016 National Survey of
Commercial, Industrial and Institutional Water Efficiency Program by the American Water
Works Association.
This portion of the Water Conservation System Annual Report includes nonresident water
supply by cities. Part 2 of this report has information on water conservation efforts by CII
organizations with their own wells or surface water intakes.
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Distributed Water

Distribution Loss
8.40%

Non-Residential
39.12%

Residential
52.49%

Figure 13: This figure shows the water distribution by utilities. Of the 229 reporting utilities, 52% of the water was distributed to
residential users and 39% to non-residential users. Distribution loss accounted for 8%. In 2017, utilities reported 38% to nonresidential users.

Objective 4: Total Water Use
Achieve a Decreasing Trend in Total Per Capita per Day.
There are no trend data yet. Reporting began this year.

Objective 4 is to achieve a decreasing trend in total water use, also known as total Gallons Per
Capita per Day (GPCD). These trend data are not available yet.
Total water use divided by the total population served is only meaningful in very limited
circumstances, since it includes CII water users that can skew the per capita measure.

Objective 5: Daily Peaking Factor
Reduce Ratio of Maximum Day to Average Day Demand to Less Than 2.6.
More than 80% of the utilities met this goal. The total daily peaking factor for the filtered utilities is 2.15,
a slight improvement from 2.37 last year.

Water peaking factors are valuable in analyzing water systems, to determine future water
consumption and water storage needs. The peaking factor is the ratio of the maximum flow to
the average daily flow in a water system. The ratio generally ranges from 1.2 for very large
water systems to 3.0 or even higher for specific small systems. The peaking factor is a concept
used in the drinking water industry for nearly 100 years.
In Minnesota, the daily peaking factor for the filtered utilities in 2017 was 2.37. In 2018, this
improved to 2.15, although it should be noted that it was a very wet summer throughout most
of Minnesota.
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Figure 14. The peaking factor is expressed as a ratio of the maximum flow (gallons) to the average daily flow (gallons) in a water
system. Keeping your peaking factor low can reduce water storage need.
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Figure 15: This graph shows daily peaking factors as reported by utilities in 2018. The statewide daily peaking
factor for the filtered set of utilities was 2.15.

In 2018, 183 (80%) of the 229 utilities included in the filtered list met the 2.6 daily peaking
factor goal.
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Meter Technology
There is a wide range of meter technology used in Minnesota.
Manual Read: meters the owner or utility staff read manually.
Touch Read: Water meters are read electronically (touch-read), meaning the meter reader gets
a digital readout from the meter-reading dial, which is located on the outside of the
property. Both the meter reading and meter identification number are transmitted to a
handheld receiver. This eliminates the room for human error in reading.
Mobile: Mobile or "drive-by" meters transmit data to a receiver installed in a vehicle. Staff
periodically drive by the meter to collect readings automatically.
Automated Meter Reading (AMR) are fixed systems that do not require an extensive installation
plan or significant maintenance. However, because AMR is fixed, it requires employee drive-by
visits, often conducted on a monthly basis. AMR systems can take reads as frequently as every
15 minutes, but the collected data will not be available until weeks after it is registered. As a
result, any problems in the system may go unnoticed for a significant period, unless the utility
retains a full staff of meter readers to collect data more frequently.
Networked: Also known as advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) technology. These meters
use a combination of smart meters, communications networks and data management systems.
Some systems allow two-way communication between utilities and customers. AMI is more
complex than AMR and requires a large physical network. AMI performs the same data
collection function that an AMR system does, but instead of holding the collected data until a
meter reader can collect it, AMI relays the data to the owner of the meter in real time. Data are
transmitted in AMI systems in a few ways: one-way, two-way and quasi two-way AMI systems.
AMI and AMR systems allow improved conservation in two main ways. First, notification to
both the utility and customer of major and minor leaks and atypical use patterns can help
reduce the volume of lost and wasted water. Second, collected data can be offered to
customers through web portals, mobile applications and billing statements, providing them
with greater access to detailed information of their water use than previously possible.
Allowing customers to be more aware of their use, their use as compared to their neighbors’
use, and water conservation measures they can apply themselves may cumulatively result in a
decrease in demand. Both AMI and AMR systems support leak notification and web portals, but
AMI offers more benefits for conservation than AMR because the data collected are accessible
in real time.
Testing and Calibration: All meters need testing and calibration on a regular basis, to ensure
meters are reporting accurately and creating accurate water bills. Several cities have reported
their effluent meter being out of calibration, which causes errors in their water accounting.
AWWA recommends that when a standard for a meter accuracy is not available, it should be
demonstrated that the meter used is capable of measuring not less than 95% and not more
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than 105% of the water that passes through the meter. All meter tests/calibrations should be
documented and maintained by the water utility.
Networked
12%

Meters in MN

Manual Read
5%
Touch Read
3%

Mobile Read
80%

Figure 16: This chart represents the types of meter technology reported by utilities in 2018 as percentages. Eighty
percent of the utilities use Mobile Read meter technology.

Objective 6: Demand Reduction
Implement Demand Reduction Measures
More than 60% of the utilities reported direct conservation projects before the customer meter.
These include leak detection and repair, meter and hydrant repair and replacement.

Water Infrastructure Conservation Efforts – Direct
Direct Conservation projects are efforts undertaken to reduce water loss, improve efficiency or
reuse water where the gallons saved can be measured or estimated. The Conservation – Direct
category is designed to collect numeric information about applied conservation efforts that
have measurable results. These conservation efforts are broken into projects occurring before
the customer meter and projects occurring after the customer meter.
Note that results for demand reduction efforts include all utilities, not just the filtered utilities.
In 2017, 61% of utilities reported some kind of direct conservation projects before the customer
meter. In 2018, it was 60%. These include leak detection and repair, meter and hydrant repair
and replacement. When it comes to direct conservation efforts, unauthorized water use is an
area of concern for utilities. An estimated 8% of non-revenue water (NRW) in North America is
unauthorized. Water providers who address unauthorized use will see increased revenue
reduced maintenance expenses. Sources of unauthorized water use may include:



Shutoff for non–payment and customer re-opens service.
Water service being used before the meter is set, or after utility has removed the meter.
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Opening meter bypass valves.
Unmetered hydrant use.
Taps on Fire Service Lines.
Taps before the water meter.

System Project
System Leak Fixing Before The Meter
Meter Repair/Replace
Hydrant Repair
Increase Treatment Efficiency
Meter Testing
Reduce Unauthorized Water Use
Add NonIrrigation Meters
Pressure Control
Add Irrigation Meters
Storage Mixing

Savings (Gallons)
1,591,861,941
167,021,398
47,061,787
14,134,500
11,671,036
9,155,000
8,280,101
5,877,320
1,968,511
110,001
1,857,141,595

Cost
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

19,192,132
15,824,667
1,870,919
1,891,397
73,447
18,980
34,600
392,895
1,334,606
75,600
40,709,243

Cost/Gallon
0.012
0.095
0.040
0.134
0.006
0.002
0.004
0.067
0.678
0.687

Figure 17: Utilities reported the most water savings were generated by fixing system leaks before the meter and that the most
cost effective savings were reducing unauthorized water use.

System Project Savings (Gallons)
Hydrant Repair
3%

Meter Repair/Replace
9%

Increase Treatment
Efficiency
1%

Meter Testing
1%

Reduce Unauthorized
Water Use
0%
Add NonIrrigation Meters
0%

Pressure Control
0%
System Leak Fixing Before
The Meter
86%

Add Irrigation Meters
0%

Storage Mixing
0%

Figure 18: Utilities reported direct conservation efforts before the customer meter. Similar to 2017 reporting, fixing leaks was by
far the most common effort, with 86% in 2018 and 84% in 2017.
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Customer Conservation Efforts – Direct
In this section, water suppliers were asked to list the quantity of water-saving devices funded or
partially funded by the city. Incentive programs and cooperative projects with energy utility
companies, SWCDs or other organizations can also be included.
Customer conservation highlights include:
•

The number of projects and the dollars spent on customer conservation efforts is less
than 2018 totals.

•

This decline in customer conservation projects may be due to the Metropolitan Council
not receiving funding in 2018 for their popular Water Efficiency Grant Program. The
grant program primarily funds customer rebates at the local government level for water
efficient appliances and outdoor lawn watering equipment. The Metropolitan Council
recently did receive three years of Clean Water Funds beginning in calendar year 2020
to re-establish this water efficiency grant program.
•

2018: 7,679 projects for more than 52 million gallons saved.

•

2017: 8,773 projects for more than 70 million gallons of water saved.

• For two years, single-family (SF) clothes washer rebates was the most popular customer
program with 1,630 clothes washers this year and 2,703 clothes washers last year.
• Water saving is most significant with irrigation controller projects, ranging from 14.3 19.6 million gallons saved for single-family evapotranspiration (ET) irrigation controllers.
• The number of SF irrigation controller projects nearly doubled this year. Although there
are only a few multi-family (MF)/Commercial, Industrial, Institutional (CII) Large
landscape projects around the state, they provide huge water savings. This year there
were 25 projects, compared to last year’s 28 projects. Both resulted in more than nine
million gallons of water saved.
•

190 utilities (55%) reported direct conservation efforts after the customer meter.

•

Of the 26 types of Customer Conservation Efforts listed in the reporting system, at least
one community is implementing all but four of the customer conservation efforts.

•

Toilet replacement, showerhead replacement and faucet aerator kits continue to be
common water-saving strategies.
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Figure 19. Large landscape projects can reduce irrigation, reuse water and keep water on
the landscape.

Acronyms in the following table of customer projects:
SF = Single-Family
MF = Multi-Family
CII = Commercial, Industrial and Institutional
LF = Low Flow
ET = Evapotranspiration
HE = High Efficiency
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Customer Project
SF_Clothes Washer Rebates
SF_ET_Irrigation Controllers
SF_Showerand Aerator Kits
SF_Toilet Retrofits
SF_LF Showerheads
SF_Rain Barrels
CII_Facility Audits
MF_Toilet Retrofits Unit
MF_Showerhead and Aerator Kits
MF_LF Shower heads
MF_CII_LargeLandscapeProjects
SF_Rainwater Harvesting Rebates
SF_EfficientIrrigation Nozzles
CII_Spray Rinse Valves
MF_Clothes Washer Rebates
CII_Automatic Faucets
CII_Toilet Retrofits
SF_HE_Water Softeners
CII_Food Steamers
CII_Dishwashers
MF_CII_Rainwater Harvesting
CII_Laundromats
MF_CII_Coin Operated Clothes Washer Rebates
MF_Toilet Retrofits Common Area
MF_CII__ET_Irrigation Controllers
CII_Waterless Urinals

Qty
1630
1596
1274
1267
672
417
357
152
93
59
25
25
20
19
15
15
11
11
8
8
3
1
1
0
0
0
7,679

Savings (Galllons)
8,150,000
14,364,000
6,392,932
7,602,000
1,385,664
542,100
35,600
1,456,312
466,674
111,982
9,606,000
197,100
25,500
133,000
164,250
104,390
31,200
652,000
462,056
225,240
30,000
8,760
52,146,760

Figure 20. This table shows the type and number of water conservation customer projects and the gallons of
water saved. Clothes washer rebates, irrigation controllers and shower/faucet aerator kits are the most common
projects.
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Customer Project Savings (Gallons)
MF_CII_LargeLandscapeProjects
SF_Toilet Retrofits
MF_Toilet Retrofits Unit

1,456,312
1,385,664
652,000
542,100
466,674
462,056
225,240
197,100
164,250
133,000
111,982
104,390
35,600

CII_Food Steamers
MF_Showerhead and Aerator Kits
MF_CII_Rainwater Harvesting
MF_Clothes Washer Rebates
MF_LF Shower heads

CII_Facility Audits
-

9,606,000
8,150,000
7,602,000
6,392,932

14,364,000

5,000,000 10,000,000 15,000,000 20,000,000

Figure 21. This figure demonstrates that millions of gallons of water are conserved with large multifamily or commercial landscape and improved irrigation projects.

Water Reuse Projects
There were five new reuse projects reported in 2018 by the following utilities/municipal/public
water suppliers:






Ada
Eden Prairie
Lincoln-Pipestone
Shoreview
Superior Light & Power

Stormwater use is commonly referred to as a method of reuse. Using stormwater runoff
reduces the use of potable groundwater for lawn watering, conserving this important resource
for drinking water.
In Carver County, there are 18 storm-water reuse projects being actively monitored. In 2018, a
total of 12,809,837 gallons of groundwater were conserved for drinking water rather than being
used for lawn and landscape watering.
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Objective 7: Reduce Water Use and Support Wellhead Protection
Strategies to Reduce Water Use and Support Wellhead Protection Planning
257 utilities (74%) reported having one or more conservation-related ordinances.
203 utilities (58%) reported collaboration activities.

The agency that most water suppliers collaborate with is the Minnesota Department of Health.
Conservation – Indirect
Strategies to reduce water use and support wellhead protection planning are reported as
indirect conservation efforts. These indirect measures include water conservation ordinances,
education, and outreach and collaborative efforts with other utilities, municipalities and public
water suppliers.
Improvements in Conservation Ordinances:
 50% have Critical Emergency Water, up from 45%.
 45% have Irrigation restrictions, up from 42%.
 18% allow Native Plants & low water turf plants, up from 15%.
 16% have Topsoil Requirements, up from 13%.
Examples of Indirect Water Conservation Practices:
 Critical Water Deficiency Ordinance: Because of Water Supply Planning, more than 50%
of cities now have a Critical Water Deficiency Ordinance as required by statute. The
League of Minnesota Cities (LMC) and the Minnesota Rural Water Association
developed a model ordinance that cities are now adopting and customizing for their
individual circumstances.
 Webpage: Many public water suppliers provide water conservation information to
customers through their website. For example, the City of Cloquet has a simple but
concise water conservation webpage.
 Outreach: The City of Woodbury has been actively reducing demand through a variety
of water conservation and efficiency programs. For example, they have a popular cost
share program for smart irrigation meters.
 WaterSmart: The City of Shoreview was the first in Minnesota to adopt the WaterSmart
Home Water Reporting program that helps residents analyze how water is used within
their home. Customers receive paper or e-mail reports three times a year and have
access to monthly updates and customized water-saving recommendations.
 Student Education: The City of Eden Prairie has an Environmental Learning Center
within the City’s Water Treatment Plant. Hundreds of students, scouts and other groups
learn about water conservation and safe drinking water through the interactive exhibits
and tours of the water treatment plant.
 WaterSense Partners: Cities are encouraged to become U.S. EPA WaterSense Partners.
WaterSense is a resource of information for anyone interested in saving water and a
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recognized product label for water efficient appliances, products and outdoor lawn
tools.
Water conservation can be the result of customer behavior changes due to:





Compliance with local laws that require water efficient practices.
Incentive programs like appliance and other product rebates.
Peer influence and social relationships.
Learned behaviors through education programs and workshops.

Academia and applied research shows peer networks and social experiences with family,
friends and neighbors have the greatest influence on human behavior. Indirect water
conservation programs can help change the culture of water consumption.

Objective 8: Monitor and Track Water Conservation Success
Requires Water Suppliers to Identify How They Will Monitor and Track Success in the Next 10 Years.
This objective is accomplished by the utility entering annual data into ESPWater.

In the required DNR local Water Supply Plan, municipalities and public water suppliers are
asked how they will track or measure success for ten years following plan approval.
By completing the annual Water Conservation Reports, municipalities and DNR area
hydrologists can track their success and use the reports to guide future water conservation
actions. They can easily review and note trends in water use, residential per capita water use
and business/industry use.

Water Supplier Discussion and Recommendations
Discussion
Minnesota utilities continue to be dedicated to providing a reliable and efficient water supply
to their customers. Although two years is not enough time to report significant trends, it is
worth noting that water suppliers, in aggregate, improved in every water conservation goal.
The only metric where there was a marked decline was in customer rebate programs and this
may be due to the end of a two-year Metropolitan Council Water Efficiency Grant Program.
Fortunately, the 2019 Minnesota Legislature allocated $750,000 to the Clean Water, Land, and
Legacy Amendment in funds to the Metropolitan Council to support the grant program in the
near future. The Metropolitan Council added $37,100 remaining from a similar grant program
in 2015-17. The Metropolitan Council awarded 40 local governments a combined total of
$787,100 in water efficiency grants for the upcoming round of incentives. These funds will be
used to provide rebates for residential water-efficient fixtures and appliances that have earned
the WaterSense or ENERGY STAR® label.
Recommendations
1. Invest in gray and green infrastructure. Implement a regular leak detection protocol.
Research shows that built infrastructure (like pipes, meters, hydrants, and treatment
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plants) and green infrastructure (like wetlands, stormwater ponds, wellhead protection
areas planted with native species and healthy watersheds) work together to tackle
issues of both water supply and water quality.
2. Continue to increase irrigation efficiency. Cities should set a good example of efficient
irrigation on public property, parks and ball fields. The past few years have been wetter
than usual and, according to the UMN Turf Grass staff, in most cases irrigation was not
even needed. In communities where landscape irrigation is a common practice, cities
should educate customers about smart irrigation, adopt stronger ordinances where
needed, and consider customer incentive programs to upgrade irrigation systems to
include soil sensors and smart irrigation controllers.
3. Anticipate changes that will affect the demand for water supplies, including changes in
population, economies and climate. Water suppliers have a responsibility to adapt to
changes, to reduce the impact on Minnesota’s resources and people who live, do
business and recreate in the state. Water efficiency and conservation will become
increasingly important as water suppliers continue to strengthen their infrastructure
resiliency.
Minnesota’s climate is already changing rapidly and will continue to do so into the foreseeable
future. Dr. Bonnie Keeler, from the University of Minnesota-Twin Cities, concludes:
•
•

There will be more frequent summer days over 95° F, with as many as 18 to 40
additional days above 95° F.
There will be fewer weeks of frost and a longer growing season, with two to nine
weeks of additional frost-free days. Rainstorms will be more intense with greater
volumes per rain event, which will contribute to localized flooding, with up to 6575% more rain relative to 1990.

Several Minnesota cities are becoming national leaders in supporting and implementing water
conservation planning and implementation. Through the Water Conservation Report, utilities
have an excellent opportunity to learn from their peers about effective water efficiency and
conservation strategies and methods to minimize drinking water waste and loss.
Strategies for Municipal Water Suppliers serving more than 1,000 people





Expand water conservation promotion and water loss control education and outreach
activities.
Routinely test, calibrate and improve metering, considering Advanced Metering
Infrastructure (AMI) where practical.
Investigate time-based rates during peak water use demand periods.
Adopt additional building codes and irrigation ordinances that promote demand reduction.
Replacement of any water-using fixtures or equipment should require use of WaterSense or
ENERGY STAR certified models.
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Commercial, Industrial, Institutional (CII) Results
Overview
In Minnesota, the DNR issues water appropriation permits to Commercial, Industrial and
Institutional (CII) water users that use more than 10,000 gallons/day or one million
gallons/year. This group of water users include industrial processing, food processing, water
suppliers (colleges, prisons and other institutions), power generation, snowmaking and sewage
treatment (See the following pages for a more detailed list of industries).
There are 414 organizations/businesses operating 649 water systems (each system can contain
multiple wells). Some of these CII permit holders also use municipal water for part of their
operation. For example, a hospital may use city water inside the hospital but have their own
well for their heating and cooling facility. This report does not include businesses and
organizations that get their water exclusively from municipal water sources.
• In 2019, we polled the Commercial, Industrial and Institutional (CII) permit holders in
Minnesota to understand the extent of their water conservation efforts.
• We sent an email to each company in MPARS holding an active permit.
• Of the 649 CII permittees, 261 (40%) responded and entered data into the DNR water
conservation reporting system.

Examples of Water Conservation and Efficiency from Minnesota Businesses
Many Minnesota industries strive for environmental stewardship beyond what is required by
state law. Saving water makes financial sense, but it is also the socially and ecologically
responsible choice. The following are examples of business collaborations in Minnesota
addressing environmental issues.




The Minnesota Sustainable Growth Coalition is a business leadership group of nearly
30 organizations advancing a circular economy through collaboration. Individually, each
organization is committed to sustainability, and recognize that together they can have a
larger, societal-level systemic impact on their operations, industries, environment and
community. The organizations include 3M, Best Buy, Ecolab, General Mills, Target, Xcel
Energy and others. The Coalition focuses on energy, water and materials issues to
optimize the use of resources minimize waste and conserve resources. On the water
topic, the Coalition developed a Corporate Guide to Sustainable Landscaping on
“greening grey infrastructure” or promoting infrastructure and practices designed to
mimic the natural water cycle and add value to corporate landscapes. Individually and
collectively, they have the opportunity to substantially affect Minnesota’s water
resources to ensure a thriving economy and healthy, equitable communities across the
state.
HEARRT (the Healthcare Environmental Awareness and Resource Reduction Team)
HEARRT Midwest connects healthcare professionals to encourage and support
sustainability actions that improve environmental and community health and reduce
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costs. The organization recently conducted a forum focusing on water conservation in
health care facilities.
Water Conservation Kits - Minnesota Energy Resources, Xcel Energy and other
Minnesota energy suppliers are offering residential customers free water conservation
kits. The kits typically include low-flow showerheads, kitchen and bathroom faucet
aerators and pipe insulation. These items are easy to install and conserve water, energy
and water heating costs.

Industrial Sectors
226 DNR water use permittees reported valid North American Industry Classification System
(NAICS) values. The NAICS divides the economy into 20 sectors. Industries within these sectors
are grouped according to the production criterion. Thirty-five water users did not know or did
not report their industry classification.
Manufacturing: The largest type of industry reporting water conservation and efficiency
practices in 2018 was manufacturing facilities. Activities of this sector are the mechanical,
physical or chemical transformation of materials, substances or components into new products.
Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and Hunting: The second largest type of industry reporting was
agriculture, forestry, fishing and hunting. Activities of this sector include food processing,
growing crops, raising animals, harvesting timber, and harvesting fish and other animals from
farms, ranches or the animals' natural habitats. However, in the 2018 DNR Water Conservation
Report, the DNR did not include agricultural irrigation, aquaculture or livestock watering at this
time. Minnesota has nearly 8,000 irrigation and livestock watering permits, and this category
will begin reporting in 2021 for activities accomplished in calendar year 2020.
Mining, Quarrying, and Oil and Gas Extraction: The third largest reporting sector was mining
and quarrying. Activities of this sector are extracting naturally occurring mineral solids, liquid
minerals and gases; and beneficiating (e.g., crushing, screening, washing, and floatation) and
other preparation at the mine site, or as part of the mining activity.
Utilities: Activities of this sector are generating, transmitting and/or distributing electricity, gas,
steam and water and removing sewage through a permanent infrastructure of lines, mains and
pipe. For purposes of the DNR Water Conservation Report, accomplishments by municipal
water utilities and rural water systems are included in the first section of this report.
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Figure 22. Minnesota has over 170 active breweries; most of them are microbreweries.

Industry
# Organizations
Accomodation and Food Services
4
Administrative and Support and Waste Management and Remediation
1
Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and Hunting
39
Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation
6
Construction
9
Education Services
6
Finance and Insurance
1
Health Care and Social Assistance
4
Information
2
Management of Companies and Enterprises
1
Manufacturing
89
Mining, Quarrying, and Oil and Gas Extraction
36
Other Services
4
Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services
1
Public Administration
4
Retail Trade
1
Transportation and Warehousing
1
Utilities
15
Wholesale Trade
2
Grand Total
226
Figure 23. Table of 226 CII permittees and their North American Industry Classification.

CII Water Conservation Report Form Questions
The development of the water conservation reporting form questions for the Commercial,
Industrial and Institutional users underwent several major transformations. Initially, the DNR
intended to create a slightly modified version of the municipal/public water suppliers’ water
conservation reporting questions. It was anticipated that industries would report gallons used
and other water accounting data, report gallons saved through conservation efforts and report
education, outreach and other indirect water conservation efforts.
The University of Minnesota Technical Assistance Program (MnTAP) staff reviewed the draft
water conservation report form and made recommendations to simplify and better organize
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the report for Minnesota industries. Significant modifications were made after meeting with
the Metropolitan Council industrial wastewater staff. They suggested that reporting gallons
might be redundant to other industry reporting requirements. In addition to the seven-county
metro area, there are 16 other cities with federally designated pretreatment programs that
require water use reporting in Minnesota. Industries in these communities report various
information to the city and may collect the same water use information. Based on these
recommendations, questions requiring metrics with gallons of water used or saved were
removed from the water conservation report for CII water users to avoid duplicate reporting.
Finally, the report for CII water users was revised by collecting industry best practices, primarily
from EPA WaterSense, American Water Works Association and the Alliance for Water
Efficiency. Five pilot participants reviewed and made recommendations to the site: Xcel Energy,
Ameristeel-Gerdau, Sappi Paper, Regions Hospital and the MN Ski Areas Association. Staff from
Environmental Initiative also provided comments. The final questions for the CII water
conservation report questions were grouped into five categories: General Water Management;
Facility Water Management; Heating and Cooling; and Process, Product, and Reuse. A full list of
questions on the CII water conservation report are available on request.
Water Sources

Figure 25. More than 60% of the CII water users use
groundwater as their water source. 28% receive some
water from municipal sources for their facility
operation. 8% use river water and 4% use lake water.
Note: this is based on the utilities reporting what
sources of water they appropriate.

Figure 24. Former Seneca Foods Water
Tower in Rochester.
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Percentage of Formal Water Conservation Programs

Formal Water Conservation Program?
Discontinued
0%

In Development
11%

Yes
26%

No
63%

Figure 26. This chart shows the percentage of CII water users with a Water Conservation Program. 26% of
industries reported having a formal water conservation plan. 11% said they have a plan in development. No
CII water users reported previously having a water conservation program that was discontinued.

Reasons for establishing a Water Conservation Program
• More than 55% of CII water users who reported indicated they conserve water to reduce
water & wastewater costs.
•

43% indicated they conserve to comply with regulations.

•

35% indicated they conserve to reduce energy costs.

•

18% indicated they conserve to meet or exceed industry standards.
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Reasons for Water Conservation Program
Reduce operation costs for water and wastewater
Regulatory compliance
Reduce energy costs to pump, heat, treat, and transfer water…
To meet/exceed industry benchmarks

145
112
92

47

Reduce need for water softening and reverse osmosis filtration
Expand production without increasing water permit limit
Availability of new technology
Nearing limit of water permit allowance
Minimize construction dewatering to reduce project costs

40

23
19
15
11
2
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Figure 27: This chart shows the number of permit holders reporting reasons for having a Water Conservation Program (multiple reasons
could be selected). The primary reasons were to reduce operation costs for water and wastewater, achieve regulatory compliance and
reduce energy costs.

Factors Limiting Water Conservation

Factors Limiting Conservation
Operational necessity

152

Permitting requirements

28

Maintain thermal discharge temperatures to
protect aquatic life

20

Maintain in-stream flows

19

Other limitations

16

Other Regulatory reasons

3
1
0

20

40

60

80

100 120 140 160

Organization Count
Figure 28: This chart shows the factors limiting water conservation efforts (multiple reasons could be selected) as reported by CII water
users. By far, the main factor limiting water conservation is water needs for operational necessity.
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Methods of Tracking Water Use

Track Water Use By...
Process Water (i.e. cooling, cleaning)

135

Sewer discharge

84

Cooling Tower

63

Not applicable

58

Product Water (ingredient)

56

Blow down

50

Irrigation
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Figure 29. Commercial, Industrial, and Institutional facilities use water in many different ways and
consequently track their water use by a variety of methods.

Respondents were asked: Does your facility have methods to track water use, such as separate
meters/submeters, pump capacity/time, or evaporative loss with wet bulb.
Water Audits

Water Audits
No

168

Yes, audit was done internally

65

Yes, participant in University of Minnesota
MnTAP audit

11

Yes, audit was done with external auditor

8
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Figure 30: This chart lists the number of permit holders who performed a water audit in 2018, and the
type of audit they performed.

Water audits should be considered the first step in a water conservation and efficiency program. It
was found that 32% of permittees completed some kind of a water audit. The frequency of indoor
water audits will vary by CII users but landscape irrigation audits should be conducted at least once
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every five years. Water audits are effective methods to account for all water usage within a facility,
to identify opportunities to improve water use efficiency. The benefits of water audits may include
lower utility costs, energy savings and reduced processing costs.
Education and Outreach

Education and Outreach
Staff training about water conservation, monitoring water use,
leak reporting

130

Learn from/share success stories from industry peers

86

Signage for staff, occupants, visitors on water management
program goals/initiatives
Website, Social media, advertisement on water management
program goals/initiatives

17
13

Community Activities related to water resources

11

Collaboration with neighboring businesses/municipalities to
share water resources

10
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Figure 31. Many organizations report having implemented educational and outreach water conservation measures such as training
staff, sharing information with industry peers, signage for staff and visitors, and website and social media communication.

Water Operation Improvements

Water Operaton Improvements
Leak detection and repair
Meter Testing & Calibration
Meter Repair/Replacement
Shut off water to unused areas, equipment, and fixtures
Water optimization/use reduction
Pressure Control
Fire suppression system/hydrant repair
Installation of additional submeters
Benchmarking water use against other in our industry
Install pressure-reducing valves
Monitoring and Education
Seal water audits
Include water efficiency requirements in contracts and service agreements
Custom Items
Water pinch study/analysis

132
109
108

92
87

53
48
39
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13
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Figure 32. The 261 businesses reported implementing more than 778 water operation improvements. These included leak detection and
repair, meter testing and calibration, and meter repair and replacement.
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Restroom Improvements

Restroom Improvements
Replace old toilets with WaterSense…

55

Replace old urinals with WaterSense…

32

Replace all lavatory faucets or faucet…

22

Replace old lavatory faucets or faucet…

17

Replace old showerheads with WaterSense…

14

Test and calibrate all automatic and sensor-…

10

Custom Items

5

Waterless urinals
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Figure 33. Type of restroom improvements include replacing old toilets and urinals with WaterSense models and
replacing old faucets, aerators and showerheads with high efficiency models.

Facility Cleaning Improvements

Facility Cleaning Improvements
Not applicable

139

Dry clean floors/equipment prior to wet…

39

Hoses equipped with automatic shut-off…

13

Water broom for floor cleaning instead of…

7

High efficiency vehicle washing system

4

High efficiency spray rinse valves
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Figure 34. Although facility cleaning is not a major water use for most commercial, industrial or institutional users, dry
cleaning floors and equipment prior to wet cleaning is the most common practice.
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Commercial Kitchen Improvements

Commercial Kitchen Improvements
Not applicable

169

Use air-cooled ice machines

12

Use a dishwasher that meets WaterSense…

11

Improve ice machine water efficiency…

9

Rinse dishes with an efficient pre-rinse…

8

Replace boiler-based food steamers with…

2

Install in-line flow restrictors or water-… 1
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Figure 35. Commercial kitchens in Minnesota saved water primarily by using air-cooled and water efficient
ice machines, using dishwashers that meet WaterSense standards and switching to efficient pre-rinse
spray valves.

Laundry Improvements

Laundry Improvements

Not applicable

192

High efficiency laundry washers
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Figure 36. Most CII water use permittees do not have laundry facilities. However, this graph
demonstrates high efficiency washing machines are being used by some CII permittees.
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Outdoor Use Improvements
Outdoor Use Improvements
Water only in the morning to reduce evaporation

43

Adjust sprinklers so they are not watering pavement

41

Raise the mower blade on mowers

40

Regular inspection of irrigation lines and sprinkler heads for leaks/damage

39

Redesign landscape for stormwater retention.

39

Plant native species or drought tolerant species

33

Use (3") mulch around trees and plant beds

29

Employees/contractors follow landscape industry best management practices

28

Plant additional trees and shrubbery to increase shade

25

Maintain 4" to 6" of good topsoil

25

Hoses have shut-off nozzles

22

Establish zones and adjust watering schedule

19

Collect and use rainwater, stormwater, RO reject water, or gray water for turf irrigation

12

Use drip irrigation to water plant beds, trees and shrubs

10

Other swimming pool best practices implemented

7

Install High efficiency sprinkler heads

5

Install and maintain WaterSense labeled irrigation controllers moisture sensors

5

Use pool covers or liquid barriers to control evaporation loss

4

Organize landscape into hydrozones

4

WaterSense certified professional full irrigation system audit
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Figure 37. Facilities improved outdoor water efficiency by watering in morning, adjusting sprinklers, raising mower blades, repairing
leaks and making landscape improvements.

Building/Facility Cooling System Improvements

Cooling System Improvements
Not applicable

146

Train and educate cooling tower operators…

48

Install a conductivity controller on each…

37

Equip cooling towers with overflow alarms

30

Install submeters to monitor make-up and…

27

Use high - efficiency drift eliminators

22

Eliminate once-through cooling

16

Custom Items
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Figure 38. Building/Facility cooling system improvements included training cooling tower operators, installing
conductivity controllers, equipping cooling towers with overflow alarms, installing sub meters, drift eliminators and
eliminating once-through cooling.
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Evaporative Cooling System Improvements

Evaporative Cooling System Improvements

Axis Title

Not applicable

178

Shut off system when building is
unoccupied

14

Non-recirculating cooler replaced with aircooled or recirculating evaporative cooler
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Figure 39. Evaporative cooling systems are not commonly reported, but efficiency included shutting off the system
when building is unoccupied and/or replacing with air-cooled or recirculating evaporative coolers.

Water Cooled Equipment Improvements

Water-Cooled Equipment Improvements
Insulate all piping, chillers, and storage tanks

23

Eliminate once-through equipment cooling
system and replace with closed loop

22

Replace water-cooled air compressor with
air-cooled equipment

9

Replace water-cooled vacuum pumps with
air-cooled equipment

5

Replace water-cooled hydraulic equipment
with air-cooled equipment

4
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Figure 40. In Minnesota, facilities improve their water-cooled equipment by insulating, switching to closed loop
systems and replacing various water-cooled equipment with air-cooled equipment.
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Steam and Boiler Improvements

Steam and Boiler Improvements
Steam traps, boiler and condensate…

89

Install condensate return system (closed…

61

Improve insulation to piping and/or…

44

Install high efficiency steam system

16

Humidifiers

8

Install water efficient Autoclave

5

Custom Items

1

Retrofit steam sterilizers
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Figure 41. The most common method of improving steam and boiler system efficiency is carefully inspecting and
maintaining traps, boilers and condensate systems. The second most popular improvement is installing closed loop
systems.

Power Generation Efficiency Improvements

Power Generation Efficiency Improvements
High efficiency boiler

31

Convert to less water intensive energy
resource (natural gas, solar, etc.)

14

Improve evaporation system

6

High efficiency flushing system,
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Figure 42. The most common way for Power Generators to improve efficiency of existing systems is to switch to high
efficiency boilers. The second most popular improvement is converting to less water-intensive power sources such as
solar and wind.

In Minnesota, the energy sector is the largest water user but most of the use is once-through cooling
where water is taken from the river, used for cooling equipment and then returned to the same river.
Municipal drinking water and wastewater treatment facilities are often the largest energy user in a
city. The industrial sector, which includes the energy-intensive food processing, chemical products
manufacturing, petroleum refining, agriculture, mining and paper manufacturing industries, leads the
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state in end-use energy consumption, accounting for about one-third of state use. In the past five
years, there has been greater collaboration on finding new ways to decrease energy and water
demand, also referred to as the water-energy nexus.

Figure 43. Natural gas energy plant in Minneapolis uses river water for
cooling in its energy production. MPCA photo.

Examples of Water-Energy Nexus conservation efforts:






Power Generation at Wastewater Facilities – The Wastewater Treatment Plant Project:
Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Generation final report and action plan aimed to
increase energy efficiency (E2) in Minnesota municipal wastewater treatment plants (WWTP)
and scope opportunities for onsite power generation. The project was completed in 2017 by
Minnesota Department of Commerce, Minnesota Pollution Control Agency and MnTAP, and
funded through a grant from the U.S. Department of Energy.
Energy Providers and Water Suppliers - In 2019, the Minnesota Department of Commerce
awarded MnTAP a $70,000 Conservation Applied Research Development grant to research
and provide recommendations on how energy providers can help water utilities conserve
energy. The report is not yet available.
Wastewater/Energy Efficiency Training Model – A Conservation Applied Research and
Development (CARD) Grant funded project was completed in 2019 on “Driving Wastewater
Treatment Energy Efficiency through a Cohort Training Model.”

2018 Water Use by Source at Xcel Energy Owned Thermal Plants (Billions of Gallons)
Source

Withdrawn

Consumed

Returned

St. Croix River

112.31

0.0

112.31

Lake Superior

9.83

0.0

9.83

Mississippi River

459.87

7.18

452.69
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Source

Withdrawn

Consumed

Returned

Minnesota River

36.47

0.0

36.47

Upper Midwest Total

**618.48

7.18

611.30

**Does not include groundwater

Materials Conveyance Improvements

Materials Conveyance Improvements
Filter or recycle process water for other…

31

Reduced the flow of water (flow restrictors…

21

Modified the equipment or installed water…

18

Replaced existing equipment with more…

17

Use intermittent discharges of water…

16

Conversion to concentrate or dry…

4

Lowered depth of water in bins/channels…
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Figure 44. For industries that have materials conveyance equipment, the most common water efficiency improvement is
to filter or recycle process water for other purposes. The next common best practices are reducing the flow of water and
modifying the equipment.
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Water Reuse Improvements

Water Reuse
46
45

Boiler condensate
21

Rainwater Harvest for non-potable use

17
16
15

Cooling tower blowdown
12

Divert bleed-off and reuse

7

Use alternative water for irrigation,…
Custom Items

Recycle rinse water in dishwashers or…
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Figure 45. Water reuse is a relatively popular improvement in the industrial sector. More than 90 organizations report
reusing boiler condensate or harvesting rainwater for non-potable use.

CII Discussion and Recommendations
Discussion
There was good participation for the first year of reporting by Commercial, Industrial and
Institutional (CII) permitted water users. We heard from some facilities that they were grateful for an
opportunity to highlight their water conservation and efficiency accomplishments.
Recommendations to CII
Where and how water is used in this sector varies widely. Commercial buildings typically use the
most water for restrooms/domestic uses, heating, cooling and landscaping. Industries often use large
quantities of water for rinsing and cleaning, cooling and heating. Food processing companies typically
use water for washing, sanitation and processing food products. Institutions such as hospitals, hotels,
schools and prisons use the most water in restrooms, landscaping, kitchens and laundry facilities.
Integrating water management with all other areas of operation is a key to success. Plan to address
both technical and human aspects of water conservation. The first step for any facility should be a
thorough water audit to determine where water is used. The University of Minnesota Technical
Assistance Program (MnTAP) is an economical and successful way to begin a water audit. Plan to
implement water conservation and efficiency measure in phases, starting with the most obvious and
lowest-cost options. However, keep in mind the true cost of water is the amount of the water bill
plus the expense to heat, cool, treat, pump and dispose. The initial investment in technology or a
retrofit may seem expensive but the return on investment may make it very cost-effective.
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Strategies for Commercial, Industrial and Institutional Sector






Advocate for additional sub-metering and advance metering technology (irrigation, cooling
towers, etc.).
Encourage technology upgrades to the most water efficient technology – plumbing fixtures and
processing.
Improve building and water management operations to capture water efficient opportunities
including leak repair, pressure reduction, insulate piping, cooling tower water recovery, etc.
Increase adoption of commercial/industrial building water BMPs and benchmarking.
Expand and improve water reuse options.

Overall Improvements to the Reporting System




Continue to improve the reporting system to reduce the number of incomplete reports for
water suppliers.
Modify the individual water supplier Water Conservation Reports by expanding the water
supplier report to show year after year results and tailor recommendations to individual
cities.
Create a CII individual report.

Next Steps
Short Term
1. DNR/MPARS and ESPWater will develop a method to complete daily downloads of MPARS
2.
3.

4.

5.

water use data entered by permittees to pre-populate the ESPWater reports for customers
(so they do not need to enter water use data twice).
Provide enhanced yearly summary to share with city staff and city councils. Cities will be able
to sort and compare their city’s efforts with other cities.
Promote additional training opportunities in collaboration with water professionals and other
water-related organizations.
a. Many municipalities would benefit from water loss training similar to the American
Water Works Association’s (AWWA) M-36 Manual: Water Audits and Loss Control
Programs to support an unaccounted for or unbilled water goal at the utility level that
is as close to zero as practical.
b. Promote and collaborate with MnTAP to provide education and information on
improving water efficiencies for the CII sector.
Continue to identify and disseminate best management practices for municipal/public water
suppliers and CII sectors and integrate measures into the Water Conservation Reporting
System.
As we begin to enter Phase 4, incorporating the irrigation sector and other remaining sectors,
collaborate with stakeholders to expand sector-specific water use best management practices
to measure water conservation and efficiency progress.
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6. Encourage and support peer-to-peer learning opportunities.
Longer Term
1. The DNR water conservation reporting system will eventually incorporate additional userderived, sector-based water use benchmarks focused on continuous improvement.
2. Increase integration of water conservation by all permit applicants for new or increased
withdrawals by requiring documentation of 1) Existing water conservation practices and/or 2)
An applicant’s proposed additional water conservation measures and implementation
schedule.
3. This system, as well as MPARS, will require routine maintenance and improvements.
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Appendices
Appendix 1. Scope of the Data
Year 1: Targeted Utilities
The target utilities are those permitted water suppliers that serve more than 1,000 customers. These
same utilities are required to submit a Water Supply Plan to the DNR every 10 years.
Data to Collect
Collection of numeric data, rather than text, enables meaningful analysis. The data are split into
three different groups:




Water Accounting
Conservation – Direct
Conservation – Indirect

Water Accounting
Basic water flow data is collected from each utility. Figure 7 depicts a high-level flow chart, beginning
with the water source and ending at consumption.
Water Sources
(Permits)

Imported Raw

Exported Raw

Treatment

Imported Finished

Exported Finished

Distribution

AWWA M36 Scope

Treatment
Losses

Distribution
Losses

Authorized
Consumption

Figure 46. The scope of the water accounting data entry starts at the water source and ends at consumption. Water is typically pumped
from a natural resource (groundwater or surface water). This raw water is passed through a treatment process to produce finished
water for use and consumption.

The water accounting data definitions start with the basic water accounting categories gathered by
the American Water Works Association (AWWA) M36 Water Audits and Loss Control programs. The
AWWA software helps utilities discover how much water the utility is losing due to leakage, meter
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error or water theft. It also helps them learn how to determine the cost of uncaptured revenue.
AWWA’s fourth edition M36 manual and software provides water audit methodology and some of
the best loss control techniques. The AWWA water audit scope is the physical utility distribution
system.
Data fields were added to include:





Annual water pumped from the sources.
Annual
o Imported raw (untreated) water from each source.
o Exported raw water to each source.
o Imported finished (treated) water from each source.
o Exported finished water to each source.
o Peak day flow.
Monthly
o Flow into distribution.
o Metered water for residential use.
o Metered water for non-residential use.

Water losses are not reported directly but are derived from the data gathered above.
Conservation – Direct
The Conservation – Direct category is designed to collect numeric information about applied
conservation efforts that have measurable results. These conservation efforts are broken into
projects occurring before the customer meter and projects occurring after the customer meter.
Conservation – Indirect
The Conservation – Indirect category is designed to collect numeric information about conservation
efforts that do not result in easily measurable savings, such as policies, ordinances, and education
and outreach efforts.
First Annual Data Collection
Organization, permit number and contact information for each utility was imported into the Water
Conservation Reporting system from MPARS. In December 2017, three training webinars were held
and a video recording was posted online. Following the training, invitations were sent to 348 utilities
to set up system passwords and begin data entry.
The site opened for data entry on Jan 2, 2018. The reporting deadline was March 15, 2018. During
the reporting period, water accounting data entry was monitored. Utilities that had entered
obviously incorrect data were contacted to help them improve their data quality.
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After the deadline, the data set was analyzed. Twenty-four water suppliers had entered obviously
incorrect data and were contacted to help improve data quality. The editing window on the site was
re-opened for these utilities to update their data and most utilities fixed the errors.1
Year 2: Commercial, Industrial and Institutional User Input and Interface Design
Stakeholder Meetings
In June 2018, the DNR met with the University of Minnesota Technical Assistance Program (MnTAP)
to develop commercial, industrial and institutional water conservation metrics. MnTAP is an outreach
and environmental assistance program that for 35 years has helped Minnesota businesses develop
and implement industry-tailored solutions that reduce water use, prevent pollution and reduce
energy use and cost to improve public health and the environment. Through this program,
Minnesota businesses have conserved more than 800 million gallons of water annually.
MnTAP staff communicated to the DNR the importance of data privacy. Many businesses are
concerned about industrial espionage. They feel their data and information on their production
processes gives them an edge over their competitors.
Benefits of water conservation for the CII sector include lower utility costs, energy savings and
reduced process costs. Water conservation can also reduce water waste, reduce cooling tower and
cooling systems costs and lead to innovations in industrial alternative sources from neighboring
water users and reuse of process water BMPs.
MnTAP staff noted that businesses sometimes uses the term “Integrated Water Management.” The
IWM process identifies the technology, chemistry and expertise required for long-term sustainable
solutions, improving profitability, and environmental performance. St. Paul-based Ecolab describes
more about IWM on their website: https://www.ecolab.com/offerings/integrated-watermanagement.
Through discussion with MnTAP staff, it was decided that, unlike municipalities, CII users should not
be able to view each other’s data. The main things that CII uses water for are temperature control,
conveyance/moving things, cleaning, power and as a product ingredient.
The DNR, in collaboration with MnTAP, decided that the CII water accounting page should be very
similar to the municipal/public water supplier page, with just a slight modification to the water flow
chart and distribution. Possible goals for reporting water conservation could include:



Water unaccounted for is less than 5%.
Outdoor irrigation use (measured by gal/ac/yr. or % of facility water use).

1

Each utility is the only organization allowed to edit data on the web site, and their editing scope is limited to their own
data.
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Industrial Water Audits such as this report from Texas:
http://www.twdb.texas.gov/conservation/BMPs/Ind/doc/2.3.pdf

In July 2018, the DNR and the consultant working on the water conservation reporting system,
ESPWater, met with the Metropolitan Council Environmental Services staff in water supply planning
and wastewater treatment facilities to review the draft list of water conservation reporting
questions. At this meeting, the Metropolitan Council Wastewater Treatment staff opposed the idea
of having industries report water accounting gallons. The reason was that industries in the sevenCounty Metro Area and 16 of the larger outstate cities already report these data in an annual report
for their MPCA industrial wastewater discharge permit report for the federally-delegated
pretreatment programs in Minnesota. These data are required, to track levels of pollutants entering
the wastewater systems and the wastewater discharge locations. It was decided at this meeting to
drop the water accounting page and direct conservation measures, to avoid a duplication of
reporting.
CII Pilot
In October 2018, pilot testing began for the CII sector. After initial phone calls to introduce the
project and gain agreement to participate, e-mails were sent to:









Xcel Energy.
Ameristeel-Gerdu.
Sappi Paper.
Regions Hospital.
Gedney Foods.
Knife River Sand and Gravel.
Old Dutch Foods.
Wild Mountain Ski Area.

Many of these businesses provided excellent feedback. In general, the feedback indicated that
questions seemed reasonable and not too invasive. They recommended that questions be added
about barriers to water conservation, anticipated construction projects, tracking evaporative loss,
and sources of water. Additional actions/BMPs were also recommended, such as optimization/use
reduction, water pinch study, seal water audits, water reuse and use of cooling towers to recycle
non-process cooling water. These recommendations and others were integrated into the DNR
Commercial, Industrial and Institutional Water Conservation Report.
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Appendix 2. Minnesota’s water conservation and efficiency goals, objectives and strategies
Minnesota is actively moving forward with an increased emphasis on water conservation. During the
past five years, there has been growing momentum in Minnesota around water conservation and
efficiency, and the partnerships and innovations continue to expand.
The Great Lakes-St. Lawrence River Basin Water Resources Regional Body adopted regional water
conservation and efficiency objectives to inform the development of individual State and Provincial
water conservation and efficiency goals and objectives. Minnesota’s water conservation goals and
objectives also meet the goals of the Great Lakes Compact (Section 4.2.2).
Water conservation goals in Great Lakes Compact Section 4.2.1 have been adopted in Minnesota
Statutes 103G.801. These goals include:
1. Ensuring improvement of the waters and water dependent natural resources.
2. Protecting and restoring the hydrologic and ecosystem integrity of the basin.
3. Retaining the quantity of surface water and groundwater in the basin.
4. Ensuring sustainable use of waters of the basin.
5. Promoting the efficiency of use, reducing losses and waste of water.
Water conservation objectives in the Great Lakes Compact Section 4.2.1 have been adopted by the
Minnesota DNR through practice and implementation in water use permitting, water supply planning
and water conservation and efficiency reporting:
1. Guiding programs toward long-term sustainable water use.
2. Adopting and implementing supply and demand management to promote efficient use and
conservation of water resources.
3. Improving monitoring and standardizing data reporting among state and provincial water
conservation and efficiency programs.
4. Developing science, technology, and research.
5. Developing educational programs and information sharing for all water users.

Water conservation and efficiency program implementation strategies
Minnesota continues to explore opportunities to expand our water conservation efforts, encourage
people to save water and seek new ways to conserve water in all sectors of society. Water
conservation in Minnesota is built on a holistic foundation of knowledge about comprehensive water
use. The DNR collaborates with other organizations to promote sustainable water use and to provide
clear information about how much water we have, water use, and thresholds for surface and
groundwater sources.
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The state’s current water conservation measures are integrated with the water appropriation permit
program. Permit requirements in water use permits stipulate water conservation and efficiency
measures for all permitted water users. Water supply plans for public water suppliers serving more
than 1,000 people have just been updated and include new and improved water conservation,
monitoring and management standards. State law requires water conservation rate structures for
public water suppliers.
Ecological and Water Resources Division Strategic Plan 2018-2028
The Division’s recently completed 10-year plan has a water resources goal that “Minnesota water
resources will be managed and used sustainably and the water quality will be improved and
protected.”
Relevant strategies to accomplish our water resources goals include:





Collect, analyze and share important data on the status and trends of Minnesota’s waters and
their use to support decision-making, permitting and awareness.
Engage water users and other stakeholders to address challenges and opportunities in water use,
watershed function and impaired waters.
Use a systems-based approach for water management and conservation.
Ensure our permitting responsibilities are implemented efficiently, effectively and consistently
within state laws.

Minnesota Water Conservation and Efficiency Program Strategies
Timeline is until 2025, unless noted otherwise.
Strategies for Municipal Water Suppliers serving more than 1,000 people






Expand water loss control education and outreach.
Encourage improved metering and advanced metering infrastructure (AMI).
Investigate time-based rates during peak demand periods.
Adopt additional building codes and irrigation ordinances that promote demand reduction.
Promote educational and behavioral water efficiency strategies.

Strategies for Commercial, Industrial, and Institutional Sector





Advocate for advance metering and additional sub-metering.
Encourage technology upgrades to the most water efficient technology (greening the grey
infrastructure).
Improve building and water management operations to identify and implement water-efficient
methods.
Increase adoption of commercial building water BMPs.
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Increased benchmarking by comparing your organization, its operations or processes against
other organizations in your industry or in the broader marketplace.
Identify water reuse options.
Integrate water storage and demand response, where practical.

Strategies for smaller public water suppliers (serving fewer than 1,000 people)




Participate in the Water Conservation Reporting System in 2019-2020.
Expand water loss control education and outreach.
Provide water conservation educational resources.

Strategies for Agriculture, Irrigation and Other Sectors






Participate in the Water Conservation Reporting System in 2020-2021.
Promote agricultural water efficiency best practices and provide education and outreach.
Promote golf course, sod production and other irrigation efficiency practices and water reuse.
Encourage technology upgrades to most water efficient technology.
Support peer-to-peer learning opportunities about water efficient practices.

Strategies for Local Planning, Collaboration and Action







Coordinate and promote water efficiency and highlight best practices.
Continue to define local thresholds for surface and groundwater resources.
Leverage sources of funding for implementation.
Implement resilience planning, adaptation training and increased understanding of the
implications of the water-energy nexus and climate change.
Advance local water conservation planning and implementation.
Pursue near-term actions at the local level, including rebate programs, peer-to-peer learning
opportunities, etc.
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